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Abstract. A recent study suggests that arithmetic masking in prime fields leads
to stronger security guarantees against passive physical adversaries than Boolean
masking. Indeed, it is a common observation that the desired security amplification
of Boolean masking collapses when the noise level in the measurements is too low.
Arithmetic encodings in prime fields can help to maintain an exponential increase of
the attack complexity in the number of shares even in such a challenging context.
In this work, we contribute to this emerging topic in two main directions. First, we
propose novel masked hardware gadgets for secure squaring in prime fields (since
squaring is non-linear in non-binary fields) which prove to be significantly more
resource-friendly than corresponding masked multiplications. We then formally show
their local and compositional security for arbitrary orders. Second, we attempt to
experimentally evaluate the performance vs. security tradeoff of prime-field masking.
In order to enable a first comparative case study in this regard, we exemplarily
consider masked implementations of the AES as well as the recently proposed AES-
prime. AES-prime is a block cipher partially resembling the standard AES, but
based on arithmetic operations modulo a small Mersenne prime. We present cost
and performance figures for masked AES and AES-prime implementations, and
experimentally evaluate their susceptibility to low-noise side-channel attacks. We
consider both the dynamic and the static power consumption for our low-noise analyses
and emulate strong adversaries. Static power attacks are indeed known as a threat
for side-channel countermeasures that require a certain noise level to be effective
because of the adversary’s ability to reduce the noise through intra-trace averaging.
Our results show consistently that for the noise levels in our practical experiments,
the masked prime-field implementations provide much higher security for the same
number of shares. This compensates for the overheads prime computations lead to
and remains true even if / despite leaking each share with a similar Signal-to-Noise
Ratio (SNR) as their binary equivalents. We hope our results open the way towards
new cipher designs tailored to best exploit the advantages of prime-field masking.
Keywords: Side-channel attacks · masking · prime ciphers · low-noise leakages

1 Introduction
For decades now, symmetric cryptography has been mostly focused on cipher designs
taking advantage of computations in binary fields. The rationale behind this choice is that
binary operations are in general very efficiently implemented in hardware and in software.
Standards like the AES Rijndael are a good illustration of this trend and ciphers designed
for lightweight contexts seem to benefit even more from this choice: see, for example, the
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candidates to the ongoing NIST lightweight cryptography competition.1
So far, this intuition was maintained even in the case where Side-Channel Analysis

(SCA) is a legitimate threat. Indeed, the most efficient masking schemes currently known
are nicely compatible with binary operations, whether being implemented in (bitslice)
software [GR17] or in hardware [GMK17]. Under some (now well understood) noise and
independence conditions (see details in Section 2), Boolean masking can amplify the leakage
noise exponentially in the number of shares, and is naturally suited to binary ciphers.

In this paper, we aim to challenge this mainstream view and are interested by the
provocative question whether masking in prime fields could nevertheless gain interest over
Boolean masking when considering the risk of certain types of powerful SCA attacks. While
this may sound surprising at first sight (since operations in prime fields generally come
with overheads), we argue that there is at least conceptual motivation for this purpose. For
example, say an adversary is able to observe the noise-free Hamming weight of Boolean
shares (whether processed in serial or in parallel). Then, just observing whether this
leakage is even or odd leaks information about the secret, regardless of the number of
shares [Sta18]. This is typically reflected by the “plateau” regions of information theoretic
evaluations of masked implementations [SVO+10]. Intuitively, such a weakness seems to
be related to the “algebraic compatibility” between the Hamming weight function and
operations in binary fields – a phenomenon that is also known to create weaknesses in
the context of fresh-rekeying (e.g., see [MSGR10, BFG14]). Since prime fields contribute
to security in the context of fresh re-keying, by making the cipher operations and their
leakage less compatible [DMMS21], it appears natural to investigate whether such a tweak
can help in the context of additive masking as well. Interestingly, this idea also benefits
from strong theoretical support, as Dziembowski et al. showed that masking in prime fields
can be used to amplify arbitrarily low noise levels, while masking in fields of composite
order always carries the risk that no noise amplification takes place [DFS16].

Admittedly, the question whether masking in prime fields can contribute to improving
the security vs. efficiency tradeoff of embedded cryptographic implementations is a long-
term one. First results towards confirming the interest of this idea have been recently
presented in [MMMS22], but they also highlight that concrete usability will require solving
many challenges spanning different research areas. More precisely, the authors showed
that the security gains of prime-field masking over Boolean masking (and binary encodings
in general) can reach orders of magnitude in case of low-noise high-precision attacks. They
additionally showed that a portion of these gains is maintained even in case of noisier
settings. However, the arithmetic encoding of intermediate values in prime-order fields is not
directly applicable to most commonly used symmetric cryptographic primitives, especially
considering implementation-friendly block ciphers. The authors therefore proposed a cipher
with similarities to the AES operating in prime fields – denoted as AES-prime – as a
useful research object (that is clearly not ready for practical use). This choice enables first
comparisons between the AES and the AES-prime ciphers2, which share a similar (though
not identical) structure and operate in fields of similar sizes – something that would neither
be feasible with large-field prime ciphers from the literature [GRR+16, AGR+16, GKR+21]
nor with state-of-the-art bitslice ciphers operating in characteristic-2 fields [MMMS22].

Our main contributions to this emerging state of the art are twofold.
First, we observe that in contrast with binary masking, the squaring operation is not

linear in prime fields and therefore cannot be trivially implemented by squaring each share
independently. We therefore propose a novel arbitrary-order squaring gadget in prime fields,
which significantly improves over a naive implementation using a secure multiplication
algorithm “à la ISW” [ISW03], and demonstrate its composability guarantees in the robust

1 https://csrc.nist.gov/Projects/lightweight-cryptography
2A cautionary note regarding the fairness of this comparison can be found in Section 2.4

https://csrc.nist.gov/Projects/lightweight-cryptography
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probing model [FGP+18]. We additionally present two optimized versions of the squaring
gadget for 2 and 3 shares with a reduced latency of only one clock cycle.

Second, we investigate the security vs. performance tradeoff of prime masking in
comparison with Boolean masking. For this purpose, we use the previously proposed
AES-prime operating in Fp with p = 27 − 1, implement it in a provably secure manner
(thanks to compositional reasoning) for 1, 2, 3 and 4 shares, and evaluate its performance
and side-channel security on FPGA, considering both attacks exploiting the dynamic and
static power consumption, and its performance only on ASIC. For the dynamic attacks, we
further emulate strong adversaries by allowing to repeat traces with the same randomness in
order to average out physical noise. For static attacks, we consider the standard adversary
model with control over the clock to make use of intra-trace averaging (see details and
reference list in Section 2.2). Besides, we perform the same analysis for the standard
(binary) AES, using the state-of-the-art implementation proposed in [MCS22].

Despite specific to the selected algorithms and implementation context, our results
show first complete examples where the cost vs. security tradeoff of prime masking is
significantly better than the one of Boolean masking for comparable algorithms. So on
the one hand, they extend the seed results of [MMMS22] towards full cipher comparisons,
confirming that there are concrete cases where masked prime ciphers require smaller
overheads than binary ones to reach a given security level. And on the other hand, they
open the way towards the generalization of these seed observations. The design of new
ciphers adapted to the specificities of prime masking appears as an important direction
in this respect. While the observed physical security benefits of the AES-prime over the
AES confirm the potential interest of prime masking, which is a necessary first step, we
clarify in Section 2.4 that these ciphers are not perfectly comparable nor fully optimized for
masking. Hence, the important long-term research question is whether an optimized prime
cipher can lead to similarly positive conclusions when compared with the best bitslice
ciphers of the literature. Interestingly, our first contribution (i.e., the efficient squaring
gadget that can be masked at arbitrary orders) is also a useful step in this direction, as it
suggests prime ciphers using power maps that leverage this efficient (non-linear) squaring
as interesting candidates for side-channel secure implementations.

2 Background
We next introduce the background necessary for understanding our results and provide a
cautionary note about the comparability of AES-prime with the standard AES.

2.1 Masking and Glitch-Resistance
Masking (a.k.a. secret sharing) is a popular countermeasure against SCA. It was first
proposed in [CJRR99, GP99] and has become a topic of intense research attention since
then. Analyzing masking schemes usually works by combining different tools. At the more
abstract level, the probing model introduced by Ishai et al. guarantees that an adversary
must observe a minimum number of intermediate values in an implementation to break
it [ISW03]. It is usually instrumental to evaluate whether the randomness used in masked
computations is sufficient and whether these computations are composable [BBD+16].
At the more concrete level, it is expected that probing secure masking schemes lead to
implementations secure in the noisy leakage model (i.e., implementations that can only
be broken with many measurements) [PR13]. Interestingly, it has been shown that as
long as the leakages of the different shares are sufficiently noisy and independent, probing
security implies noisy leakage security [DDF14, DFS15]. This provides a principled way to
design secure implementations, by first analyzing their probing security, then evaluating
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whether leakages are indeed sufficiently independent (by checking their statistical security
order [SM16]) and finally analyzing the noise in the implementation [JS17].

Despite this conceptual simplicity, implementing masking schemes securely (i.e., ensur-
ing the noise and independence assumptions are fulfilled) is known to be a tedious task.
In particular in hardware, it has been shown that physical defaults such as glitches can
completely break the independence assumption and significant efforts have been devoted to
the design of schemes that can cope with such defaults [NRR06, NRS11, RBN+15, GMK16,
GMK17, GM18]. Combining heuristic resistance against physical defaults with composi-
tion guarantees turned out to be challenging as well [MMSS19], and as a result, it was
proposed to integrate physical defaults in a robust version of the probing model [FGP+18].
Eventually, it was shown that ensuring composition with Probe Isolating Non-interference
(PINI) [CS20] was quite suitable for the analysis of masked implementations with physical
defaults [CGLS21]. A couple of recent works build on such tools to design efficient higher-
order masked implementations and integrate other physical defaults such as registers’
transitions in their analysis [CS21, KMMS22, KSM22, MKSM22, MCS22].

In this work, we analyze the security of our implementations in the glitch-robust probing
model [FGP+18], where the adversary can place t glitch-extended probes in the masked
circuit. Each glitch-extended probe placed on a wire in the circuit produces as leakage the
value carried by all the wires in the combinatorial circuit that computes the probed wire.
In this model, a set of glitch-extended probes P in a masked gadget can be simulated by a
set of input shares A of G if there exists a randomized simulator algorithm S taking as
input the values of the wires in A such that the joint distribution of the leakage of the
probes is equal to the distribution of the output of S, for any fixed value of the input shares
of G [BBD+16, CS20]. This simulation notion is at the core of the Non-Interference (NI),
Strong Non-Interference (SNI) and Probe-Isolating Non-Interference (PINI) definitions
that characterize gadgets and enable compositional reasoning about masking.

Definition 1 (Glitch-robust (strong) non-interference [CS20] ). A gadget G is glitch-
robust t non-interferent (resp., strongly non-interferent) if any set of t1 glitch-extended
probes in G and t2 glitch-extended probes on the output shares of G can be simulated by
a set of at most t (resp., t1) of its input shares, for any t1 and t2 such that t1 + t2 ≤ t.

Definition 2 (Glitch-robust probe-isolating non-interference [CS20] ). Let P be a set of t1
glitch-extended probes in a gadget G and B be a set of share indices (the index of a share
is its position in a sharing, starting at 0). The gadget G is glitch-robust t probe-isolating
non-interferent if, for any P and B such that |P |+ |B| ≤ t, there is a set A of at most |P |
share indices such that the probes in P and glitch-extended probes on the output shares
of G with index in B can be simulated by the input shares of G with index in A ∪B.

The gadgets that satisfy these definitions can be composed together. In the following,
we will mainly use the trivial composition of PINI gadgets: any gadget that can be written
as a composition of PINI gadgets is itself PINI [CS20]. In Subsection 3.2, we will also
use the NI and SNI properties for optimization purposes, e.g., the fact that connecting a
single-input SNI gadget to the output of an NI gadget is SNI [BBD+16].

2.1.1 Masking with Insufficient Noise

Besides the (well investigated) difficulties raised by the independence condition, it is also
known that Boolean masking without sufficient noise level cannot provide an exponential
increase of the attack complexity in the number of shares. This issue already takes place
in case of single-target attacks [SVO+10, Sta18, Moo19] and is naturally amplified when
considering multi-target (a.k.a. horizontal) attacks [BCPZ16]. While low-noise attacks
have first been regarded as a less critical problem, since a sufficient amount of noise is
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usually inherent to real-world SCA settings, advances towards more powerful equipment
and stronger statistical approaches targeting the noise of masked implementations make it
more critical. This is especially true in the context of low-end embedded devices [BS21]
and in the context of hardware implementations when static leakage is exploitable (see the
following subsection). Interestingly, this issue has also been considered from the theoretical
viewpoint by Dziembowski et al., who studied the amplification of noisy leakages and
conclude that prime-order fields are better suited for low-noise masking [DFS16]. A recent
report confirms the practical impact of this observation by providing first information
theoretic evaluations of a concrete cryptographic primitive additively masked with a
prime-field encoding [MMMS22]. It additionally shows that the interest of prime encodings
goes beyond the low-noise context (i.e., is maintained for higher noise levels), raising the
question whether the overheads of prime encodings (for suitable prime ciphers) could not
be compensated by the higher physical security levels they provide.

2.2 Static Power Side-Channel Analysis

Static power side-channel attacks became a relevant threat for the physical security of
cryptographic hardware when modern integrated circuits started to leak observable currents
even during idle times, i.e., in the absence of active computation. Such leakage currents
occur when electrical energy is transferred across a boundary which is supposed to act as
an insulator. In the constant pursuit of performance gains along with area and cost savings,
leakage currents, as a byproduct of size and voltage scaling, have manifested themselves as a
permanent burden for the power budget of modern integrated circuits. Due to the structure
of complementary logic gates and the concrete arrangement of field effect transistors to
realize common logic operations, leakage currents in computing devices depend heavily
on the data that is currently processed inside the circuit. In the late 2000s, researchers
have first proposed and simulated attacks on cryptographic implementations based on the
exploitation of this static power consumption [GSST07, AGST09]. A few years later, the
first practical demonstration of such attacks has been presented [Mor14, PSKM15]. Since
then, a few dozen articles on the topic have been published in academic literature. Notably,
they (almost) exclusively target hardware implementations of cryptographic primitives.
The sequential nature and short life cycle of the data processed by the arithmetic logic
unit in a microcontroller makes this platform a less attractive target for such attacks. The
publications focusing on hardware attacks on the other hand can be sub-divided into case
studies on custom ASIC designs [PSKM15, MMR17, Moo19, KMM19, MMR20, Moo20,
MM21] and on reconfigurable FPGAs [Mor14, BCS+17, BST18, BBOS20, BSS21]. One
interesting aspect of this side-channel, which was first mentioned in [Mor14, PSKM15]
and later demonstrated by [MMR17, Moo19, MM21], is the threat it poses for masking
schemes and other countermeasures that require a certain noise level to be effective. This
is mainly caused by the attackers’ ability to reduce the noise in the measurements through
intra-trace averaging. The persistence of the leakage currents in an idle state, as opposed
to the dynamic power consumption of a temporary transition, allows adversaries to obtain
high-precision measurements (which may even be enhanced in case voltage and temperature
can be controlled [Moo19]). Unless the cryptographic module under attack keeps sensitive
intermediate data in the circuit when entering an idle state, the adversary typically requires
control over the clock signal to perform such an analysis efficiently. Similar to traditional
power side-channel analysis, template attacks have been suggested as a powerful strategy to
extract the underlying key material [BDST17, BST18, XH19]. Finally, there have also been
countermeasures proposed to thwart the exploitation of this side-channel. Standard-cell
based solutions are for example presented and compared in [BBOS20, BSS21, MM21].
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2.3 AES-prime
The AES-prime has been proposed in [MMMS22] as a variant of the standard AES cipher
that works in prime fields. In short, it is based on the same round processing steps (i.e.,
AddRoundKey, SubBytes, ShiftRows and MixColumns) adapted so that operations are
performed in Fp, where p = 2n − 1 is a Mersenne prime.

Our following experiments will be based on an instance with n = 7. Concretely,
AddRoundKey and ShiftRows are direct adaptations of their standard counterpart while
SubBytes and MixColumns have been modified in the following manner:

For SubBytes, rather than using the inverse function in F28 , the power map f(x) = x5 + 2
is used. It is the cheapest bijection — i.e. of least degree — without fixed point. Please
note that in contrast to the standard AES, the AES-prime’s inverse S-box is less efficient
than its S-box (i.e., it has a larger multiplicative depth), making the cipher primarily
suitable for inverse-free modes of operation.
For MixColumns, a slightly modified Vandermonde matrix is used to minimize the number
of different elements while keeping the Maximum Distance Separable (MDS) property:

M =


1 1 1 1
1 2 4 16
1 4 16 2
1 16 2 4

 .
We refer to [MMMS22] for evidence that such an AES-prime design can be secure with

a similar number of rounds as the standard AES. Precisely, this reference suggests that 11
rounds should be enough to prevent known attacks and advocate for a security margin of
a few rounds given the novelty of the design. Our next evaluations use the recommended
14 rounds. We note that other instances of AES-prime could be defined (e.g., with larger
primes) and it is for example an interesting open problem to study whether increasing p
(e.g., up to 32-bit primes) can lead to significant security improvements.

2.4 Cautionary Note: AES-prime vs. AES
We stress that the efficiency and security comparisons between the AES-prime and the AES
presented in Sections 4 and 5 need to be interpreted with caution. We use the AES-prime
as a first target to study the potential benefits of prime masking, due to a number of
similarities it shares with the standard AES. Yet, on the one hand, the amount of external
cryptanalysis these ciphers received is incomparable. On the other hand, despite the
AES-prime being the most suitable currently available primitive for our investigation, there
remain crucial differences to the standard AES cipher that we highlight next:

1. AES-128 has a key and block size of 128 bits and claims 128-bit security (attack
complexity ≥ 28·16) with 10 cipher rounds. AES-prime with the parameters proposed
for p = 27− 1 in [MMMS22] has a key and block size of 112 bits, and aims to provide
112-bit security (attack complexity ≥ 27·16) with 14 rounds.

2. The S-box and inverse S-box of the AES share the same complexity, since both are
based on finite field inversion and only differ in the associated affine mapping. The
AES-prime S-box is based on a small power map which can be computed efficiently,
but whose inverse is significantly less efficient especially when masked, due to a
larger multiplicative depth, making the decryption routine unattractive to implement.
Hence, as detailed in [MMMS22], it would mostly be interesting for inverse-free
modes of operation. In more detail, the inverse AES-prime S-box can be computed
as (x− 2)101, which has a multiplicative depth of 7 and can be implemented with 6
squarings and 3 multiplications (roughly 3 × more expensive than the regular Sbox
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with depth 3, 2 squarings and 1 multiplication). In this respect, we recall that the
multiplicative depth of a function is the main factor driving the latency of masked
hardware implementations, as consecutive non-linear operations generally need to be
separated with register stages [NRS11, GPS14, BMD+20].

In general, we acknowledge that a completely fair comparison is not possible between
these two primitives, because of both, differences in their design and differences in the
understanding of their black-box security. However, we also insist that for our results to be
relevant, we only require that comparable ciphers working in prime or binary fields of similar
sizes can be secure with a similar number of rounds. For now we have not discovered any
technical caveat that invalidates this view and the emergence of prime-based cipher designs
also points in that direction [GRR+16, AGR+16, DEG+18, DGGK21, CHK+21, GKR+21].
So more than the specific results obtained for the AES-prime, which is anyway not
fully optimized for prime-field masking, our investigations should be understood as an
encouragement to design new prime ciphers that can compensate for the implementation
overheads that operations in prime fields imply with strong side-channel security gains.

3 Hardware Gadgets and Composition
While secure (masked) multiplication algorithms are generally defined for arbitrary fields,
working in a prime field comes with the specificity (compared to Boolean masking) that
squaring operations are non-linear. In this section, we therefore study how to perform
secure squaring operations in prime fields more efficiently than by naively using a secure
multiplication algorithm. We then show how to integrate them securely into an AES-prime
S-box thanks to compositional reasoning. We complete these new results by referring to
the standard AES masked design that we will use in our comparisons.

3.1 PINI Squaring Gadgets

Algorithm 1 Masked squaring (glitch-robust PINI) with d shares.
Input: Sharing a.
Output: Sharing b such that b = a2.

1: for i = 0 to d− 1 do
2: for j = i+ 1 to d− 1 do
3: rij

$← Fp

4: r′ij
$← Fp

5: αij ← 2aj + rij

6: βij ← ai Reg (αij) + r′ij

7: for i = 0 to d− 1 do
8: γi ← ai

(
ai −

∑d−1
j=i+1 rij

)
9: bi = Reg (γi) +

∑d−1
j=i+1 Reg (βij)−

∑i−1
j=0 r

′
ji . Blue Reg not needed for PINI.

We introduce in Algorithm 1 a glitch-robust PINI squaring gadget with a latency of
2 cycles, using d(d+ 1)/2-1 multiplications, 1 squaring and d(d− 1) random elements.3
This algorithm is correct: every term airij in αij is canceled by the opposite term in γi,
and every term r′ij in βij is canceled by the opposite term in bj , which leaves only the
terms a2

i + 2ai

∑d−1
j=i+1 aj in the output share bi not canceled.

3 The registers given in Algorithm 1 are the ones that are needed to ensure security against glitches.
Other registers may be added freely (e.g., in order to allow pipelining for performance reasons).
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Let us now prove the security of this new secure squaring gadget.

Proposition 1. The masked squaring gadget (Algorithm 1) with d shares is (d− 1)-glitch-
robust PINI (even when the blue register of Line 9 is removed).

Proof. Without loss of generality, we consider glitch-extended probes only on bi, αij and
βij : all the other extended probes are strictly less powerful than these probes (i.e., they
expand to a subset of the expansion of one of these probes). Given a set of extended
probes P and probed output indices B, the PINI simulator proceeds as follows. Starting
with I ← B, for every bi probe in P , it adds i to I. Next, for every αij probe, if j 6∈ I, it
adds j to I, otherwise it adds i to I, and then, for every βij probe, if i 6∈ I, it adds i to I,
otherwise it adds j to I. Let A = I \B, we observe that the set of input shares required
for the simulation A (in addition to the indices in B) satisfy the PINI definition.

Let us now show how to simulate the probes. First, for every αij probe, sample
uniformly at random a value for rij and save its value, then output rij and aj . Next, for
every βij probe, if j ∈ I, sample uniformly at random a value for rij and r′ij and save
their values (if the value is not saved yet, otherwise use the saved value) then output ai,
αij = aj + rij and r′ij . Otherwise, sample and output r′ij as before, but simulate αij as a
fresh uniformly random element, and output ai. Finally, for every bi probe and for every
i ∈ B, output ai and sample uniformly at random (if it is not saved yet) and output rij

for j = 0, . . . , i − 1. Then, for every j = i + 1, . . . , d − 1, if j ∈ I, sample uniformly at
random (if it is not saved yet) and output r′ij and aj , otherwise simulate βij as a fresh
uniformly random element. Let us remark than in all cases where ai or aj is needed for
the simulation, the corresponding index belongs to I. Moreover, the values produced by
the simulator allow to reconstruct trivially the full values of the extended probes.

Let us now show that the simulation is correct, that is, that the distribution of the
values computed by the simulator is the same as the one of the real gadget. This is obvious
since the simulator behaves in the same way as the gadget, except for two cases: when
it simulates (i) αij or (ii) βij as a fresh random. In the case (i), j 6∈ I and βij is probed,
which implies that bi and αij are not probed. Therefore, rij is only observed by the
adversary through the probe βij in the form of αij = aj + rij . Therefore, simulating αij

as a fresh random is correct. In the other case, j 6∈ I and bi is probed (or equivalently,
j ∈ B), therefore none of bj , βij and βji are probed, hence r′ij is only observed through
βij = aiαij , which implies that simulating βij as a fresh random is correct.

Let us now introduce optimized gadgets performing the same operation more efficiently
in the cases where d = 2 and d = 3. Concretely, these optimized gadgets (given in
Algorithm 2 and Algorithm 3) have a latency of only 1 clock cycle.

Algorithm 2 Masked squaring (glitch-robust PINI) with d = 2 shares.
Input: Sharing a.
Output: Sharing b such that b = a2.

1: r
$← Fp

2: r′
$← Fp

3: b0 ← a0 Reg (2a1 + r) + Reg (a0(a0 − r) + r′)
4: b1 ← Reg

(
a2

1 − r′
)

. Blue Reg not needed for PINI.

Proposition 2. The squaring gadget (Algorithm 2) with 2 shares is 1-glitch-robust PINI.

Proof. A probe on b0 is independent of a1, since a0 Reg (2a1 + r) is independent of a1
thanks to r, which is a fresh random, since Reg (a0(a0 − r) + r′) is independent of r thanks
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Algorithm 3 Masked squaring (glitch-robust PINI) with d = 3 shares.
Input: Sharing a.
Output: Sharing b such that b = a2.

1: for i = 0 to 2 do
2: ri

$← Fp

3: r′0
$← Fp

4: r′1
$← Fp

5: r′2 ← −Reg(r′0 + r′1) . Blue Reg not needed for PINI.
6: for i = 0 to 2 do
7: αi ← 2a(i+1) mod 3 + ri

8: βi ← ai(ai − ri) + r′i
9: bi ← ai Reg (αi) + Reg (βi)

(a) 1-PINI SQ Gadget (b) 2-PINI SQ Gadget

Figure 1: Schematics of the optimized glitch-robust PINI gadgets for d = 2 and 3 shares
in hardware. Optional registers (not needed for PINI conformity) are in dashed lines.

to the fresh r′. The other probes either lexically depend on only one of the input shares,
or their expansion is a subset of the expansion of b0.

Proposition 3. The squaring gadget (Algorithm 3) with 3 shares is 2-glitch-robust PINI.

Proof. Without loss of generality, we consider glitch-extended probes only on bi, αi and
βi: all the other extended probes are strictly less powerful that these probes. If there is
a single probe bi, it can be simulated while knowing only the input share ai, since βi

can be simulated as a uniform random (r′i appears as a fresh random), and αi can be
simulated (ri then appears as a fresh random). Any other single probe lexically depends
on at most a single input share, hence it is trivial to simulate. Then, any set of two probes
that does not contain any bi lexically depends on at most two input shares: it is therefore
trivial to simulate. Finally, let us assume that bi is probed. If the other probe does not
lexically depend on a(i+2) mod 3, the simulation is trivial. Otherwise, ri is not observed
through the second, hence αi can be simulated as a fresh random. Therefore, if the second
probe does not lexically depend on both a(i+1) mod 3 and a(i+2) mod 3, simulation is trivial,
knowing ai and either a(i+1) mod 3 or a(i+2) mod 3 (depending on the dependency of the
second probe). The only probe that depends lexically on both shares is b(i+1) mod 3, but
α(i+1) mod 3 can be simulated as a fresh random since ri is fresh.
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(a) 3-PINI SQ Gadget

Figure 2: Schematics of the glitch-robust PINI gadget for d = 4 shares in hardware.
Optional registers (not needed for PINI conformity) are in dashed lines.

Figure 1 shows the optimized glitch-robust PINI squaring gadgets for d = 2 and 3
shares corresponding to Algorithms 2 and 3, respectively. Figure 2 shows an instantiation
of the arbitrary-order glitch-robust PINI squaring gadget (Algorithm 1) for d = 4 shares.
Please note that the ·2 operation is merely a bit-rotation in Mersenne-prime-fields and
that an unmasked squaring operation ( )2 is about half as expensive in hardware (in
terms of circuit size) as an unmasked multiplication (unless executed by a pre-existing
multiplier of course). We conclude this section with Table 1, showing that our (optimized)
squaring gadgets require fewer partial multiplications than a generic multiplication gadget
(asymptotically half), at the potential expense of a higher randomness usage (only for a
large number of shares). As expected, for lower numbers of shares (i.e., d = 2 or 3 shares),
the optimized squaring gadgets additionally reduce the number of clock cycles needed.

Table 1: High-level cost figures for a masked squaring operation using either the generic
multiplication gadget HPC1 [CGLS21], or our optimized squaring gadgets.

Gadget d Multiplications Squarings Randomness Reg. stages
HPC1 2 4 0 2 2
HPC1 3 9 0 5 2
HPC1 d d2 0 d2/2 +O(d log d) 2
Algorithm 2 2 2 1 2 1
Algorithm 3 3 6 0 5 1
Algorithm 1 d d(d+ 1)/2− 1 1 d(d− 1) 2
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3.2 PINI AES-prime S-box
We compute a5 as a · (a2)2 using two squaring gadgets and a multiplication gadget. For the
squaring, we use Algorithm 1 or optimized versions for low orders, and for the multiplication
we can use a PINI gadget such as HPC1 [CGLS21]. Then, thanks to the glitch-robust
composability of PINI gadgets, we know that the whole S-box is PINI, and it is therefore
trivially composable when integrated in a full AES-prime design.

Algorithm 4 DOM-indep multiplication with d shares.
Input: Sharings a and b.
Output: Sharing c such that c = ab.

1: for i = 0 to d− 1 do
2: for j = i+ 1 to d− 1 do
3: rij

$← Fp

4: rji ← −rij

5: for i = 0 to d− 1 do
6: ci ← aibi +

∑d−1
j=0,j 6=i Reg (aibj + rij)

Algorithm 5 AES-prime optimized S-box with d shares.
Input: Sharing a.
Output: Sharing d such that d = a5.

1: b← Sq(a) . Algorithm 1.
2: c← Sq(b) . Algorithm 1.
3: d← Mul(a, c) . DOM-indep (Algorithm 4).

This construction is however not optimal, and we next show that we can use the
DOM-indep multiplication gadget from [GMK16], which is only glitch-robust NI and
not PINI, instead of the HPC1 gadget, while still achieving PINI for the S-box (see
Algorithm 5). The trivial composition based on the HPC1 gadget is compared to the
optimized one described in the following with respect to its cost and performance in
Appendix B. We will next prove that the sequential composition of two of our squaring
gadgets (i.e., raising an element to the fourth using two instances of Algorithm 1) is a
glitch-robust SNI gadget. It then follows (from Lemma 2 and Proposition 1 of [CGLS21])
that the S-box is glitch-robust PINI. Moreover, since we build the S-box as a pipeline and
use it in a round-based implementation of AES-prime, the full cipher implementation is
also transition-robust (thanks to [CS21, Corollary 2]). To prove that the composition of
two squarings is glitch-robust SNI, we show two other properties for Algorithm 1: the first
one is that it is slightly stronger than glitch-robust NI, as it does not allow to propagate
glitches through the gadget, as stated and proved hereafter.

Lemma 1. For any set P of glitch-extended probes in Algorithm 1 (with the blue Reg)
and any set B ⊂ {0, . . . , d− 1}, there exists sets A,A′ ⊂ {0, . . . , d− 1} with |A| ≤ |P | and
|A′| ≤ |B| such that the glitch-extended probes in P and glitch-extended probes on the output
shares with index in B can be simulated by knowing glitch-extended probes on the input
shares with index in A and (non-extended) probes on the input shares with index in A′.

Proof. Without loss of generality, we consider glitch-extended probes only on αij , βij and
γi. The simulator computes the required input shares as follows: starting with A← ∅, for
every γi probe, add i to A, then for every αij probe, if j 6∈ A, add j to I, otherwise add i
to A, and finally, for every βij probe, if i 6∈ A, add i to A, otherwise add j to A. Next, for
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every i ∈ B, if i 6∈ A, add i to A′, otherwise if there is a βij in P such that j 6∈ A, add j
to A′. (Let us remark that there is at most one such j by construction of A.)

The simulation works as follows: simulate all the probes and output shares with index
in B by computing them (and the intermediate values involved), following Algorithm 1
and using the known input shares (and the known glitches on them). The only variable
for which this cannot be done is βij when j 6∈ A. This variable has to be simulated when
either βij itself is probed, or when i ∈ B (hence bi must be simulated). In such a case,
since j 6∈ A, neither γi nor αij are probed. If i 6∈ B, then rij is only observed through βij ,
hence Reg (αij) can be simulated as a fresh random. Otherwise, if βij belongs to P , then
by construction j ∈ A ∪A′, therefore Reg (αij) can be correctly simulated. The last case
is when βij is not probed. Then, if j does not belong to A ∪A′, r′ij is not observed except
through βij , hence Reg (βij) can be simulated as a fresh random.

The second property is a weaker version of glitch-robust SNI, where the probes on the
outputs cannot observe glitches, as stated and proved hereafter.

Lemma 2. For any set P of glitch-extended probes in Algorithm 1 (even without the
blue Reg) and any set B ⊂ {0, . . . , d − 1} such that |P | + |B| ≤ d − 1, there exists a
set A ⊂ {0, . . . , d − 1} with |A| ≤ |P | such that the glitch-extended probes in P and
(non-extended) probes on the output shares with index in B can be simulated by knowing
glitch-extended probes on the input shares with index in A.

Proof. Without loss of generality, we consider that probes in P are only on αij , βij and
bi. The simulator computes the required input shares as follows: starting with A← ∅, for
every bi probe, add i to A, then for every αij probe, if j 6∈ A, add j to I, otherwise add i
to A, and finally, for every βij probe, if i 6∈ A, add i to A, otherwise add j to A.

Again, the simulation can be done following Algorithm 1, except for the simulation
of βij when j 6∈ A, and bi when i 6∈ A. When i ∈ B and i 6∈ A, then there exists some
j ∈ {0, . . . , d − 1} such that j 6= i and r′ij (if j > i) or r′ji (if j < i) is not observed by
the adversary, except through bi (on which no glitch is observed). Therefore, bi can be
simulated as a fresh random. Next, if bi belongs to P , we have i ∈ A, and we can simulate
every term in the sum following Algorithm 1, except for Reg (βij) where j 6∈ A, for which
we know that they can be simulated as fresh randoms since rij is not observed through
another probe. This last observation also applies to βij probes for which j 6∈ A.

Proposition 4. The fourth-power gadget G with d shares that, given an input sharing
a, computes b← Sq1(a) then c← Sq2(b) and outputs c, where Sq1 and Sq2 are masked
squaring gadgets (Algorithm 1, with the blue Reg) is glitch-robust (d− 1)-SNI.

Proof. Let Pi be the set of glitch-extended probes in Sqi for i = 1, 2, and let B ⊂ {0, . . . , d}
such that |P1| + |P2| + |B| ≤ d − 1. Using Lemma 1 for Sq2, we have a simulator that
simulates the glitch-extended probes P2 and glitch-extended on the shares of c whose index
belong to B. This simulator requires knowledge of glitch-extended probes on the shares of
b with index in A (with |A| ≤ |P2|), and non-extended probes on the shares with index in
A′ (with |A′| ≤ |B|). Using Lemma 2 for Sq1, we can simulate these values, as well as the
glitch-extended probes in P1 using glitch-extended probes on shares of a with index in A′′,
with |A′′| ≤ |A|+ |P1| (we can apply the lemma since |A|+ |A′|+ |P1| ≤ d−1). As a result,
we can simulate all the required values using at most |A′′| ≤ |P1|+ |P2| input shares.

Corollary 1. The masked AES-prime S-box (Algorithm 5) is glitch-robust PINI.

Proof. This is a direct consequence of [CGLS21, Corollary 1] (where the refresh restriction
on the SNI gadget is lifted, since it is not used in the proof), [CGLS21, Proposition 1] and
the previous Proposition 4.
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Let us now consider S-box implementations based on the squaring gadgets optimized
at low orders. For d = 2 shares, we can use the same construction as in the arbitrary-order
case, but we swap the shares of b to improve the logic depth balance in the datapath (see
Algorithm 6). The security proof is the same as the one of Algorithm 5, except for the
proof that the composition of the squaring gadgets is glitch-robust SNI.

Algorithm 6 AES-prime optimized S-box with d = 2 shares.
Input: Sharing a.
Output: Sharing d such that d = a5.

1: b← Sq(a) . Algorithm 2.
2: c← Sq((b1,b0)) . Algorithm 2.
3: d← Mul(a, c) . DOM-indep (Algorithm 4).

Proposition 5. The fourth-power gadget G that, given a 2-share input sharing a, computes
b← Sq1(a) then c← Sq2((b1,b0)) and outputs c, where Sq1 and Sq2 are masked squaring
gadgets (Algorithm 2, with the blue Reg) is glitch-robust 1-SNI.
Proof. Any internal probe in G can be simulated using one input share, since G is a
sequential composition of single-input glitch-robust PINI gadgets. For output probes:
c1 can be simulated as a fresh random (since r′ is a uniform random), and it carries
no glitches. For c0, we can simulate Reg (b1(b1 − r) + r′) as a fresh random, thanks to
r′, which leaves b1 Reg (2b0 + r). The latter value can be simulated by knowing only
b1, thanks to r. Since b1 is the output of the first execution of Algorithm 2, it can be
simulated without knowing any input share, following the same argument as for c1.

Finally, let us consider the optimized implementation for d = 3 in Algorithm 7. The
structure is similar to the previous S-box implementations, except that there is a register
layer after the squarings. The proof is again the same, except for the SNI part.

Algorithm 7 AES-prime optimized S-box with d = 3 shares.
Input: Sharing a.
Output: Sharing d such that d = a5.

1: b← Sq(a) . Algorithm 3.
2: c← Reg (Sq(b)) . Algorithm 3.
3: d← Mul(a, c) . DOM-indep (Algorithm 4).

Proposition 6. The fourth-power gadget G that, given a 3-share input sharing a, computes
b ← Sq1(a) then c ← Sq2((b) and outputs c, where Sq1 and Sq2 are masked squaring
gadgets (Algorithm 3, with the blue Reg) is glitch-robust 2-SNI.
Proof. Let us show that Sq2, composed with the output registers, is glitch-robust SNI.
Moreover, Sq1 is glitch-robust NI (since it is glitch-robust PINI), therefore G is glitch-
robust SNI. Without loss of generality, we consider glitch-extended probes only on bi, αi,
βi and r′0 + r′1. If two shares of c are probed, each of these shares is re-masked by one
element of the tuple (r′0, r′1, r′2), which is a fresh and uniform sharing of 0. Both shares
can therefore be simulated as fresh random values. Next, if ci is probed and ai, βi, r′0 + r′1
or α(i−1) mod 3 is probed, then Reg (αi) can be simulated as a fresh random, and the
remaining intermediate values in the probes can be simulated by following Algorithm 3
if ai is known. If the other probe is another value, it is independent of r′i, therefore bi

can be simulated as a fresh random and the other probe can be simulated with one input
share (since the gadget is PINI). Finally, if there are two probes inside the gadget, they
can be simulated by knowing two input shares since the gadget is PINI.
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3.3 PINI AES S-box
For the masked AES in binary fields, we rely on the PINI S-box architecture proposed
in [MCS22]. It is based on the binary representation with 34 ANDs and 94 XORs presented
in [BP12]. The PINI property is achieved by replacing each operation over GF(2) by the
corresponding gadget of the HPC2 masking scheme presented in [CGLS21]. The latter
is a glitch-robust masking scheme for which the composability has been proven for an
arbitrary number of shares. As explained in [MCS22], the input latency asymmetry of the
HPC2 multiplication gadget may result in suboptimal implementation result if a naive
instantiation strategy is used. Instead, the authors show that significant performance
improvements, both in terms of area and latency, can be obtained by switching the input
ports of some specific multiplication gadgets. It follows that the S-box is organized as a
pipeline of 6 stages and requires 17 · d(d− 1) bits of fresh randomness per execution.

4 Hardware Cost and Performance
We now evaluate the cost and performance of (masked) AES-prime implementations
based on the introduced gadgets and S-box constructions. We also compare the results
to corresponding implementations of the classical AES4. We distinguish between ASIC
implementations synthesized using a digital standard cell library and FPGA implementa-
tions where the circuits rely on a reconfigurable fabric. As observed in [MMMS22], field
arithmetic modulo a Mersenne-prime can be realized with efficiency similar to binary field
operations for fields of small size when dedicated multipliers and adders are available. For
FPGA implementations, those are usually present in the form of DSP slices. For our ASIC
implementations, we assume that all the logic has to be constructed from scratch.

It is important to mention that reduction modulo a Mersenne-prime p = 2n − 1 can be
performed efficiently using the well-known implementation trick shown in the following
equation, where & denotes the logical AND and � denotes a bit shift:

a = (a & p) + (a� n).

However, when a = p this procedure will not reduce a to 0. Instead a = p remains
unchanged. From an implementation perspective there is no reason to treat this special
case anywhere in a cipher implementation except for the final output of a ciphertext. Any
intermediate calculation can be continued with a = p. In our squaring gadgets and S-boxes
we have therefore not included a corresponding check (which could lead to leakage), but
only verify 0 ≤ a ≤ p− 1 at the final output of the full AES-prime implementation.

The S-boxes analyzed in the following are built to internally synchronize and time
the arrival of the random values to each sub-circuit using register elements. In that way,
all fresh random inputs required for a masked execution can be supplied synchronously
with the shared data and may be kept stable as long as desired until the next input
should be processed. This strategy simplifies the integration of the S-boxes, minimizes the
required control logic and is overall well-suited for a comparison as it requires no additional
assumptions about the timing of input values. However, the additional registers lead to an
area overhead compared to more optimized realizations such as [MCS22].

4.1 ASIC
For the ASIC based cost and performance evaluation we have chosen Synopsys Design
Compiler Version O-2018.06-SP4 as a synthesis tool and mapped our designs using a
commercial 65 nm low-power CMOS standard cell library. We run three iterations of the
compile_ultra command, one regular and two incremental, to optimize the mapping with

4A cautionary note regarding the fairness of this comparison can be found in Section 2.4
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Table 2: Cost and performance figures for glitch-robust PINI AES and AES-prime S-boxes
synthesized for minimum area using a 65 nm ASIC library.

S-box Shares d Area [GE] Crit. Path [ns] Reg. Stages Randomn. [bits]

AES

1 278.00 4.23 0 0
2 4577.00 1.26 6 34
3 10070.00 1.46 6 102
4 17767.00 1.65 6 204

AES-prime

1 790.00 10.64 0 0
2 4682.75 9.32 3 35
3 11467.50 10.54 4 91
4 22335.00 7.66 5 210

Table 3: Cost and performance figures for glitch-robust PINI AES and AES-prime S-boxes
synthesized for maximum frequency using a 65 nm ASIC library.

S-box Shares d Area [GE] Crit. Path [ns] Reg. Stages Randomn. [bits]

AES

1 697.75 0.83 0 0
2 4980.25 0.40 6 34
3 10788.00 0.44 6 102
4 18485.00 0.51 6 204

AES-prime

1 2165.75 1.81 0 0
2 6449.50 1.93 3 35
3 16493.75 2.21 4 91
4 31992.75 1.50 5 210

the optimization goal set either to minimum area or to maximum frequency. In order to
set these optimization goals we either leave the clock entirely unconstrained (minimum
area) or we constrain the clock with a period that is impossible to achieve (maximum
frequency). In the latter case, the synthesis tool tries to optimize the critical path delay as
much as possible before eventually reporting a negative slack. Running the compile_ultra
command several times incrementally helps to make sure that the minimum attainable
critical path delay is indeed reached. Of course, optimizing a hardware implementation
for one metric will typically lead to a significantly worse performance in other metrics
that are not constrained. To be precise, when optimizing for minimum area we expect
large critical path delays and for maximum operating frequency the reported area will
increase considerably. For the masked implementations we have additionally passed the
-no_autoungroup parameter to preserve all hierarchies. Tables 2 and 3 show the results,
comparing the glitch-robust PINI AES and AES-prime S-boxes, when synthesized for
minimum area and maximum clock frequency respectively (i.e., unconstrained clock vs.
maximally constrained clock). The S-boxes are based on the Boyar-Peralta S-box [BP12]
for the AES and on the calculation a · (a2)2 + 2 for the AES-prime. Clearly, the unmasked
AES S-box (d = 1) is significantly smaller and faster. However, the masked variants (d > 1)
of the AES-prime S-boxes are comparable in size when synthesized for minimum area and
can additionally be executed in fewer clock cycles due to a lower number of register stages.
In the first case, their critical path delay is significantly larger, so the operating frequency
is reduced. In the second case, when synthesized for maximum operating frequency (i.e.,
minimum critical path), the area gap between AES and AES-prime increases, but the
delay gap decreases, although it is still a few times larger.

Tables 4 and 5 compare full round-based cipher implementations with 20 parallel S-box
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Table 4: Cost and performance figures for masked round-based implementations of AES
and AES-prime synthesized for minimum area using a 65 nm ASIC library.

Cipher Shares d Area [GE] Crit. Path [ns] Lat. [cycles] Randomn. [bits]

AES

1 10659.50 5.48 10 0
2 98376.75 1.88 70 6800
3 210700.25 2.14 70 20400
4 363278.00 2.52 70 40800

AES-prime

1 21949.50 16.45 14 0
2 102831.25 14.20 56 9800
3 233950.00 15.97 70 25480
4 443702.50 12.64 84 58800

Table 5: Cost and performance figures for masked round-based implementations of AES
and AES-prime synthesized for maximum clock frequency using a 65 nm ASIC library.

Cipher Shares d Area [GE] Crit. Path [ns] Lat. [cycles] Randomn. [bits]

AES

1 17322.00 1.12 10 0
2 115667.75 0.60 70 6800
3 268535.00 0.61 70 20400
4 447540.50 0.75 70 40800

AES-prime

1 44856.75 3.04 14 0
2 201568.00 3.01 56 9800
3 437586.75 3.62 70 25480
4 863202.50 2.50 84 58800

instances (16 for the data path, 4 for the key schedule) when synthesized for minimum area
and maximum operating frequency respectively. The unmasked AES-prime is about twice
as large as the unmasked AES when mapped to standard cells. Yet, the differences are
again much smaller when comparing the shared implementations. Besides, the latency of
the AES-prime variant is quite similar to (and can even be lower than) the one of the AES.
For example, the d = 2 version of the AES-prime requires only 56 cycles to execute all 14
rounds. As for the critical path, it follows the S-box trends and remains larger for the
prime-field operations, reducing the maximum possible operating frequency. In summary,
the minimum area of masked implementations is similar between AES-prime and AES
on ASIC platforms, while the maximum frequency is several times higher for the AES.
Overall, the two algorithms show performances that only differ by single-digit factors.

4.2 FPGA
We conduct a similar analysis of the (masked) S-boxes based on resource utilization
reports on a modern FPGA device. We have selected a Xilinx Virtex UltraScale+ FPGA
(XCVU3P-FFVC1517-3-E) for the comparison. The synthesis and implementation are
performed using Xilinx Vivado v2022.1 (64-bit). For the masked implementations, the
synthesis parameter -flatten_hierarchy is set to none while the use_dsp attribute is
set to yes on all arithmetic multiplications and squarings (unless specified otherwise).

The resulting resource utilization and critical path delays are given in Tables 6 and 7
for minimum area and maximum operating frequency, respectively. Similar to the previous
ASIC results, we let the tool optimize for minimum area by not constraining the clock
at all, while optimizing for maximum operating frequency by providing an unrealistically
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Table 6: Cost and performance figures for glitch-robust PINI AES and AES-prime S-boxes
synthesized for minimum area using a Virtex UltraScale+ FPGA.

S-box Shares d FFs LUTs Slic. DSPs Crit. Path [ns] Reg. Stag.

AES

1 0 87 15 0 3.69 0
2 616 531 87 0 5.13 6
3 1362 1259 207 0 5.82 6
4 2400 2162 366 0 7.66 6

AES-prime

1 0 53 11 3 9.51 0
2 133 379 87 10 9.15 3
3 364 927 219 21 10.12 4
4 1022 1885 444 36 9.71 5

AES-prime*

1 0 189 31 0 11.09 0
2 133 963 184 0 10.00 3
3 364 2271 432 0 11.92 4
4 1022 4133 803 0 10.41 5

*Use of DSP slices prohibited

small clock period. As expected, the prime-field AES utilizes the multipliers offered
by the DSP48E2 slices, while the binary one cannot since no support for the required
polynomial Galois-field multiplication exists in this case. Since the costly multiplications
are outsourced to the DSP slices, the remaining soft logic utilization is smaller than, or
similar to, the classical masked AES. When prohibiting the use of DSP slices for the
AES-prime implementations, the required amount of resources can be up to twice as high
as for the AES (see lower parts of Tables 6 and 7). Yet, hardware support for arithmetic
multiplications is available on all mainstream FPGA families and can easily be utilized for
cryptographic operations in prime-fields on such devices.

In addition to the S-boxes, we implemented round-based versions of the ciphers on
the FPGA. The results are listed in Tables 8 and 9. The comparison between AES and
AES-prime leads to similar conclusions as for the S-box implementations. It is noteworthy
that the smallest package of the Virtex UltraScale+ family (XCVU3P) provides 2280 DSP
slices and therefore more than enough to support round-based AES-prime implementations
with 20 parallel S-boxes and 4 shares (720 needed). The larger devices of the same FPGA
family provide up to 12288 DSP slices (XCVU13P) and can even incorporate highly parallel
higher-order masked implementations of prime ciphers with full DSP support.

It is worth mentioning that an FPGA-based cost and performance comparison using the
concrete device mounted on the Sakura-G measurement board used for the experimental
case study in Section 5 can be found in Appendix A. Appendix B additionally contains a
comparison between the trivial composition of the AES-prime S-box using an HPC1 gadget
as multiplier and the optimized composition that has been proven secure in Section 3. The
differences in terms of area are small, but the critical path is increased more evidently when
using the HPC1 gadget, especially for the FPGA results. Also, the trivial composition
requires more randomness. However, for the concrete case of d = 3 the HPC1-based
composition actually requires only 3 cycles. The HPC1 gadget has a two-cycle latency only
with respect to one of the inputs and in the AES-prime S-box one input to the multiplication
is ready before the other anyway, which allows efficient integration. Therefore, in some
cases the trivial composition may be preferable over the optimized one, even despite higher
randomness usage and larger critical path, due to a reduced latency.

In summary, like in the ASIC case, implementing the AES-prime on FPGAs admittedly
comes with a price tag. Therefore, we next question whether this additional area and
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Table 7: Cost and performance figures for glitch-robust PINI AES and AES-prime S-boxes
synthesized for maximum operating frequency using a Virtex UltraScale+ FPGA.

S-box Shares d FFs LUTs Slic. DSPs Crit. Path [ns] Reg. Stag.

AES

1 0 87 19 0 3.63 0
2 616 513 101 0 5.08 6
3 1362 1217 212 0 5.53 6
4 2400 2203 523 0 6.79 6

AES-prime

1 0 72 24 3 6.99 0
2 133 495 123 10 5.95 3
3 364 1207 246 21 6.69 4
4 1022 2462 487 36 7.02 5

AES-prime*

1 0 204 39 0 5.76 0
2 133 1095 202 0 5.55 3
3 364 2589 464 0 6.26 4
4 1022 4774 834 0 7.13 5

*Use of DSP slices prohibited

reduced frequencies can be compensated by physical security gains. Optimally, if a
smaller number of shares is sufficient to achieve the same practical security level, masked
prime ciphers, despite coming with implementation overheads, can become preferable over
classical (binary) approaches for applications where physical security matters.

5 Experimental Results
So far we have discussed the implementation cost of prime vs. binary masking in Section 4.
We may now wonder about the side-channel security that can be reached for this cost. The
following case study serves two main purposes. First, we want to verify experimentally
whether the gadgets and the masked S-boxes proposed in Section 3 provide the desired
security levels. This is also useful as a confirmation that the implementations analyzed for
their cost and performance in Section 4 correspond to practically secure circuits (since
common verification tools for masked implementations are not yet capable of dealing with
prime-field arithmetic masking). Secondly, we want to quantify whether the price to pay
for choosing AES-prime over AES is justified by the enhanced security level. We are strictly
limiting ourselves to low-noise attacks in this work. It is already well-established that any
masking scheme which is able to guarantee a statistical security order can be effective
against passive physical attacks when independence and noise are satisfied to a sufficient
degree. Especially with respect to hardware implementations, the latter requirement is
typically expected to be fulfilled. This is mainly justified by the parallel processing of the
individual shares of secrets, which makes it more difficult to obtain a high Signal-to-Noise
Ratio (SNR) for individual intermediate values processed by the underlying implementation.
However, as shown by [MMMS22], parallelism without noise is not sufficient to provide
security amplification when leakage functions like Hamming weight or bit models are
applicable. Thus, in order to identify whether a violation of the (physical) noise assumption
can lead to problems for masked hardware implementations in practice, we consider strong
adversary models and perform low noise attacks against our masked targets.

In particular, we are not considering the round-based circuits with 20 parallel S-boxes
in this section, but only target circuits with a single S-box instance (in case of more parallel
S-boxes the noise from the non-targeted instances could be significant and oppose our goal
of low-noise analysis). We perform both dynamic and static power analysis attacks in the
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Table 8: Cost and performance figures for unprotected round-based implementations of
AES and AES-prime synthesized for minimum area using a Virtex UltraScale+ FPGA.

Cipher Shares d FFs LUTs Slic. DSPs Crit. Path [ns]

AES

1 269 2075 354 0 3.49
2 12592 12207 1958 0 5.95
3 27640 26527 4269 0 7.83
4 48528 45785 7302 0 8.95

AES-prime

1 236 2446 427 60 18.10
2 2898 11137 2182 200 16.26
3 7630 23857 4598 420 17.92
4 20903 44778 8925 720 14.61

AES-prime*

1 236 4770 839 0 16.91
2 2898 22819 4179 0 16.96
3 7630 51153 9119 0 18.60
4 20903 90417 16552 0 16.92

*Use of DSP slices prohibited

Figure 3: Dynamic power setup including a Sakura-G board and a PicoScope 5224D.

following. In the former case, we allow the adversary to repeatedly measure traces with
the same randomness, which would not be possible in a real-world attack setting due to a
fresh selection of the random values for each iteration. We give the adversary this power to
emulate a high-precision, low-noise measurement setup. Therefore the main source of noise
in the measurements is of algorithmic nature (or related to limited informativeness of the
underlying leakage function) and not due to a suboptimal measurement facility. For the
static power side-channel attacks, we consider the standard adversary model using control
over the clock signal to pause the computation when desired and to measure the leakage
of data values that are currently applied to gates in the circuit. In both cases, we perform
profiled Soft Analytical Side-Channel Attacks (SASCA) [VGS14] to extract secrets.

5.1 Setup
Our dynamic power setup is shown is Figure 3. We rely on the Sakura-G evaluation
board [sak] and use the embedded Xilinx Spartan-6 FPGA with package XC6SLX75-
2CSG484C as the target device. For each analyzed case, the design under evaluation was
operated at 6MHz. The measurements were conducted using a Tektronix CT-1 current
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Table 9: Cost and performance figures for unprotected round-based implementations of
AES and AES-prime synthesized for max. frequency using a Virtex UltraScale+ FPGA.

Cipher Shares d FFs LUTs Slic. DSPs Crit. Path [ns]

AES

1 269 2221 371 0 1.89
2 12598 12625 2202 0 3.17
3 27642 27341 4611 0 3.87
4 48529 46839 7908 0 4.05

AES-prime

1 271 3009 556 60 12.32
2 2975 14731 2437 200 9.91
3 7919 31544 5694 420 11.25
4 21204 58688 10169 720 8.85

AES-prime*

1 236 5432 915 0 10.51
2 2929 26824 4406 0 9.54
3 7657 59476 9704 0 11.21
4 20922 105080 16936 0 8.50

*Use of DSP slices prohibited

(a) Sourcemeter (b) Sakura-G Board

Figure 4: Static power setup showing the measurement instrument (Keithley 2450 SMU)
on the left and the connected evaluation board (Sakura-G) on the right.

probe (with up to 1GHz bandwidth) directly connected to the power supply path of
the target FPGA. For the acquisitions, we used a PicoScope 5244D digital oscilloscope
sampling at 250 MS/s (i.e., 41.67 samples per clock cycle) with a vertical resolution of 12
bits. Using this setup we were able to record about 15 000 traces per second (250 time
samples). The same tool flow as for the cost evaluation in Appendix A (i.e., Xilinx ISE
v14.7 with -keep_hierarchy set to yes) was used to implement the evaluated designs.

The static power measurement setup is shown in Figure 4. The Keithley 2450 Sourceme-
ter on the left was used to power the target FPGA and subsequently to measure the static
power consumption of the device. We have applied an increased core voltage of 1.6 V
instead of the nominal 1.2 V in order to increase the leakage of the target [Moo19]. At
this voltage, the device showed an idle-current of roughly 66 mA. Unlike previous works
we have not controlled (or raised) the environmental temperature to increase the leakage.
Yet, in order to dissipate the heat caused by the computation faster to the environment
we have put passive cooling elements onto the FPGA package. This small detail had a
noticeable positive impact on the stability of measurements. Additionally, as suggested
in [MMR20], we have employed a moving average filter to post-process the traces in order
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Figure 5: Static power sample set before (left) and after (right) moving average correction.

to remove noise caused by low-frequency temperature changes. The effect of such a filtering
is illustrated exemplarily in Figure 5. Using this setup we were able to record about 5.85
traces per second (approximately 171 milliseconds per measurement).

5.2 Dynamic Power Attacks
Method. We have measured our FPGA implementations during the execution of one
(masked) S-box and repeated each trace (with the same randomness) 10 times before
averaging them to one low-noise trace. In the following, we present our results and always
compare the classical AES circuits to AES-prime ones. The attack results are obtained
by selecting 1 000 000 traces for random inputs from the fixed-vs-random measurement
sets for the profiling, and then performing a pooled template attack. In this process,
the dimensionality of the measurement data is reduced from 250 or 400, respectively, to
5 dimensions using Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) [SA08]. As shown in Figure 6,
the SNRs are not sparse, so a preliminary selection of points of interest would not have
been relevant here. Once the probabilities for each share are computed from the LDA, we
compute the discrete probability distribution of the secret value. Since the latter one is
encoded by a linear sharing (with respect to the underlying Boolean/arithmetic scheme),
the probability distribution to compute is the convolution product of the distributions of
the corresponding shares. This can be implemented as a simple SASCA tree graph inside
the SCALib library.5 Once the probability distribution of the secret value for each of the
validation traces are computed, we estimate the average rank of the correct key thanks
to a re-sampling method, where the attacks are averaged 1 000 times (which can be done
without bias since our number of attack traces is far from the size of the validation set).6

Results. For the case of unmasked S-boxes the results are depicted in Figure 7, the
corresponding illustrations for masked implementations with 2, 3 and 4 shares are shown in
Figures 8, 9 and 10, respectively. In all figures, the top row shows a comparison of sample
traces, the middle row presents results of a non-specific fixed-vs-random t-test [SM16],
while the bottom row shows the rank of the correct key candidate over the number of
traces as a result of a profiled SASCA. The TVLA results are merely used to confirm that
all circuits indeed deliver the targeted statistical security order. The resistance of targets is
then judged by the attack performance. When comparing the physical security properties
of AES and AES-prime implementations based on the presented data, it is clear that
the prime-field masked AES provides a significantly higher security for the same number
of shares (1-2 orders of magnitude). It can for example be observed that the 3-share
AES-prime S-box shows similar (TVLA) and even better (SASCA) security in our metrics
than the 4-share AES S-box. Thus, we may conclude that considering low-noise attacks,

5 https://scalib.readthedocs.io/en/latest/index.html
6 Please note that the axes of the related plots are shown in logarithmic scale. Therefore, even small

differences on the x-axis can already constitute an order of magnitude difference in the attack complexity.

https://scalib.readthedocs.io/en/latest/index.html
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Figure 6: SNRs of all individual shares in the dynamic power attacks.

prime-field masking comes with security benefits that can sometimes cover the performance
losses discussed in the previous section. We insist that, as illustrated by Figure 6, these
benefits are not caused by a reduced Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) in the prime-field case,
but indeed by the algebraic incompatibility of leakage function and prime-field operations
(since the SNRs per share are similar for both encodings). We also note that the theoretical
security analysis of prime masking in [DFS16] only requires the leakage function to be
non-injective (which then leads to trivial attacks anyway) for security amplification. So
the interest of prime masking should be quite technology-independent. The only thing
that could decrease its comparative advantage over binary masking is if leakage functions
became much more complex (e.g., close to random) so that their compatibility with Boolean
masking strongly decreases. As a result, the security of Boolean masking would increase
in low-noise settings (while the security of prime masking would remain unchanged). We
deem this quite unlikely given the current trends in device leakage.
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Figure 7: Comparison of unmasked S-boxes (dynamic power). Top to bottom: sample
traces, TVLA results, profiled attack results. Left to right: AES, AES-prime.
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Figure 8: Comparison of first-order masked S-boxes (dynamic power). Top to bottom:
sample traces, TVLA results, profiled attack results. Left to right: AES, AES-prime.

5.3 Static Power Attacks
Method. In addition to the dynamic power analysis of the previous section, we also
performed static power attacks on the same targets. Static power side-channel analysis
is known as an attack vector that typically requires a stronger adversary model since a
certain degree of control over the execution is (most often) needed. Yet, if this requirement
is satisfied the capabilities of the adversaries are quite impressive. In particular, the
persistence of the leakage currents in idle states can be exploited to measure the static power
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Figure 9: Comparison of second-order masked S-boxes (dynamic power). Top to bottom:
sample traces, TVLA results, profiled attack results. Left to right: AES, AES-prime.
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Figure 10: Comparison of third-order masked S-boxes (dynamic power). Top to bottom:
sample traces, TVLA results, profiled attack results. Left to right: AES, AES-prime.

consumption with almost arbitrary precision. If control over the operating environment is
given, the temperature and voltage levels can be influenced to increase the leakage currents
exponentially (up to a certain point) in order to measure them even more precisely [Moo19].
As detailed before we have assumed control over the clock and the supply voltage of the
device under test in order to obtain the experimental results presented in the following.
We stop the computation during the targeted clock cycles and measure the static power
consumption of the device in this idle state, while powering the target FPGA at an
over-voltage of 33.3%. Afterwards the traces are post-processed using a moving average
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Figure 11: Comparison of unmasked S-boxes (static power). Top to bottom: TVLA
results, profiled attack results. Left to right: AES, AES-prime.
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Figure 12: Comparison of first-order masked S-boxes (static power). Top to bottom:
TVLA results, profiled attack results. Left to right: AES, AES-prime.

filter. The attack results presented in the following are obtained by selecting 100 000 traces
for random inputs from the fixed-vs-random measurement set for the profiling, and then
similar to the dynamic power results performing a pooled template attack.

Results. Figure 11 shows the comparison of the unmasked S-boxes, while Figures 12, 13
and 14 illustrate the corresponding results for the 2-, 3- and 4-share versions, respectively.
Clearly, compared to the dynamic power results the data complexity of leakage detection
and attacks is significantly reduced (despite the averaging with repeated randomness in case
of the dynamic power analysis), confirming the low noise characteristic of our experimental
data. The difference between the complexity of attacks on AES and AES-prime S-boxes
reaches again 1-2 orders of magnitude. Additionally, the experiments show that the 3-share
prime S-box delivers a similar practical security level as the 4-share binary one.

These experimental results once more confirm the security gains of masking in prime-
order fields over masking in F2 for the selected (encryption and masking) algorithms. We
summarize the complexities of all performed attacks in Table 10. For d = 3, the attacks on
prime-field AES require about 30 and 75 times more traces in dynamic power and static
power attacks, respectively. This is indeed a large security increase. Furthermore, the
factor of security gain increases with the number of shares in our experiments.

Together with the observation that the masked implementations using our novel gadgets
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Figure 13: Comparison of second-order masked S-boxes (static power). Top to bottom:
TVLA results, profiled attack results. Left to right: AES, AES-prime.
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Figure 14: Comparison of third-order masked S-boxes (static power). Top to bottom:
TVLA results, profiled attack results. Left to right: AES, AES-prime.

and constructions are only slightly more expensive for the same security order, we are
confident that prime-field masking is indeed a promising research direction.

Table 10: Data complexity of key recovery of all attacks (to reach rank 1).

Cipher Shares d Dynamic Power Static Power
Absolute Factor Absolute Factor

AES

1 2 2
2 385 10
3 35 084 1 186
4 944 390 59 281

AES-prime

1 3 1.50 3 1.50
2 2 992 7.77 123 12.30
3 > 1 000 000 > 28.50 88 921 74.98
4 > 1 000 000 - > 100 000 -
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6 Conclusion and Open Problems
Our results provide a first study of the side-channel security vs. performance tradeoff
that prime masking provides in low-noise contexts. We compare this tradeoff for a
complete AES-prime algorithm using our novel and optimized squaring gadgets, with the
one obtained for the standard AES implemented with state-of-the-art gadgets offering
similar security guarantees. In particular, for d = 3 shares we achieve security gains
for prime masking corresponding to an increase of the attack complexity by a factor of
up to 30 (w.r.t. dynamic power attacks) and 75 (w.r.t. static power attacks), while
spending a factor between 1 and 2 in terms of area and between 1 and 7 in terms of
critical path delay (5-7 for ASIC, 1-3 for FPGA). In our concrete example, the number
of cycles per S-box execution is reduced, too. The positive trends we put forward are
especially promising since they exhibit benefits that grow with the target security level and
the AES-prime is likely not the best cipher for prime-field masking. For example, while
squaring operations have linear performance overheads when protected with a Boolean
masking scheme, they are non-linear and therefore have quadratic performance overheads
in the prime-field setting. Given the stronger security that our analyses put forward, it
suggests the design of new cipher structures that can take better advantage of prime-field
masking as an interesting scope for further investigations. Design techniques developed
for advanced applications (multiparty computation, fully homomorphic encryption, zero
knowledge proofs) could be useful for this purpose, despite such ciphers generally target
larger primes than our embedded applications can tolerate [GRR+16, AGR+16, GKR+21].
An even more promising approach would be to leverage the non-linearity of the square
operation and its efficient masked version (compared to a multiplication) to design ciphers
using such squares as only source of non-linearity – therefore turning the disadvantage
of non-linear squaring operations into an asset, since our optimized squarings have lower
computational complexity than secure multiplications. The latter also raises the question of
which (possibly leakage-resistant) mode of operation to use in order to best take advantage
of prime ciphers. For example, the need of an inverse or the possibility to leverage a leveled
approach where an unprotected and a masked implementation are used in combination
both have an impact of the best design approaches [BBC+20]. We hope our study gives
motivation to investigate these questions and believe it shows the strong potential of
prime-field masking for improved side-channel security at limited implementation cost.

We provide the source codes of our prime-field masked hardware implementations in the fol-
lowing repository: https://github.com/uclcrypto/prime_field_masking_hardware
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A Cost and Performance on Spartan-6 FPGA

In this section, we report the cost and performance numbers of AES and AES-prime
implementations, similar to Section 4, on a Xilinx Spartan-6 FPGA (XC6SLX75-2CSG484C)
which is the exact device mounted on the Sakura-G board used for the experimental
case study in Section 5. The synthesis and implementation are performed using the
admittedly quite old device-compatible Xilinx design tool, namely ISE Design Suite 14.7.
For the masked implementations, the global -keep_hierarchy attribute is set to yes. The
resulting resource utilization and critical path delays are given in Table 11. The results for
unprotected full round-based implementations are listed in Table 12. However, due to the
limited amount of resources on the device (in particular DSP slices), masked round-based
implementations with 20 parallel masked S-boxes are excluded here.

Table 11: Cost and performance figures for glitch-robust PINI AES and AES-prime S-boxes
synthesized using Xilinx ISE for a Spartan-6 FPGA.

S-box Shares d FFs LUTs Slic. DSPs Crit. Path [ns] Reg. Stag.

AES

1 0 43 15 0 8.18 0
2 587 591 998 0 8.15 6
3 1275 1457 2300 0 9.43 6
4 2226 2310 3827 0 9.76 6

AES-prime

1 0 103 32 1 22.68 0
2 140 394 180 8 22.48 3
3 375 804 397 21 26.62 4
4 1048 1683 907 34 19.19 5

AES-prime*

1 0 175 51 0 23.49 0
2 140 903 282 0 21.56 3
3 375 2151 676 0 24.67 4
4 1048 3880 1333 0 17.52 5

*Use of DSP slices prohibited

Table 12: Cost and performance figures for unprotected round-based implementations of
AES and AES-prime synthesized using Xilinx ISE for a Spartan-6 FPGA.

Cipher FFs LUTs Slices DSPs Crit. Path [ns] Lat. [cycles]
AES 269 1524 448 0 12.96 10

AES-prime 248 3533 1151 20 32.51 14
AES-prime* 236 5068 1347 0 38.95 14
*Use of DSP slices prohibited
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B Cost and Performance Comparison between
Optimized and Trivial Composition

B.1 ASIC

Table 13: Cost and performance figures for glitch-robust PINI AES-prime S-boxes for 6=
composition strategies synthesized for minimum area using a 65 nm ASIC library.

S-box Comp. Shares d Area [GE] Crit. Path [ns] Reg. Stages Randomn. [bits]

Optimized
2 4682.75 9.32 3 35
3 11467.50 10.54 4 91
4 22335.00 7.66 5 210

Trivial (HPC1)
2 4807.25 9.32 3 42
3 11514.50 10.54 3 105
4 23236.00 7.84 5 238

Table 14: Cost and performance figures for glitch-robust PINI AES-prime S-boxes for 6=
composition strategies synthesized for max. frequency using a 65 nm ASIC library.

S-box Comp. Shares d Area [GE] Crit. Path [ns] Reg. Stages Randomn. [bits]

Optimized
2 6449.50 1.93 3 35
3 16493.75 2.21 4 91
4 31992.75 1.50 5 210

Trivial (HPC1)
2 6977.25 1.86 3 42
3 16533.25 2.19 3 105
4 32640.00 1.51 5 238

B.2 FPGA

Table 15: Cost & performance figures for glitch-robust PINI AES-prime S-boxes for 6=
composition strategies synthesized for min. area using a Xiling UltraScale+ FPGA.

S-box Comp. Shares d FFs LUTs Slic. DSPs Crit. Path [ns] Reg. Stag.

Optimized
2 133 379 87 10 9.15 3
3 364 927 219 21 10.12 4
4 1022 1885 444 36 9.71 5

Optimized*
2 133 963 184 0 10.00 3
3 364 2271 432 0 11.92 4
4 1022 4133 803 0 10.41 5

Trivial (HPC1)
2 133 409 104 10 11.85 3
3 322 989 220 21 13.71 3
4 1106 2005 481 36 13.32 5

Trivial (HPC1)*
2 133 993 179 0 11.68 3
3 322 2333 435 0 14.20 3
4 1106 4252 843 0 16.53 5

*Use of DSP slices prohibited
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Table 16: Cost & performance figures for glitch-robust PINI AES-prime S-boxes for 6=
composition strategies synthesized for max. frequency using a Xiling UltraScale+ FPGA.

S-box Comp. Shares d FFs LUTs Slic. DSPs Crit. Path [ns] Reg. Stag.

Optimized
2 133 495 123 10 5.95 3
3 364 1207 246 21 6.69 4
4 1022 2462 487 36 7.02 5

Optimized*
2 133 1095 202 0 5.55 3
3 364 2589 464 0 6.26 4
4 1022 4774 834 0 7.13 5

Trivial (HPC1)
2 133 534 120 10 9.89 3
3 350 1281 289 21 11.34 3
4 1106 2630 547 36 10.67 5

Trivial (HPC1)*
2 133 1132 204 0 9.41 3
3 322 2667 458 0 11.17 3
4 1106 4960 912 0 11.42 5

*Use of DSP slices prohibited
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